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The location of prison officers' camps which existed in Germany and countries
occupied by Germany during World War II.
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Money Used by Polish Officers in
German Prison Camps in World War II

By JOHN GLYNN

INTRODUCTION
When we turn back the pages of history to World War II,
we find that Nazi Germany attempted to break the spirit
of the Polish people and turn them into slaves of the
Third Reich by establishing concentration camps,
ghettos and prisoner of war camps, but they failed.

THE WAR

The second World War commenced for Poland and
Germany on September 1, 1939, when the Nazis

launched their attack at 4:45 a.m. The Germans under
the command of General Von Brauchitsch invaded
Poland from three directions, north, south and west,
with Germany's pride panzer division. Their method of
using fast, powerful and violent thrusts of highly
mechanized army units became universally known as
"blitzkrieg".
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The Polish army under the leadership of Marshall
Rydz-Smigly bravely defended their country with horse
cavalry against tanks. The Polish army fought a
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defensive battle against swift, mobile and potent tanks
which advanced quite easily for the first ten days.

On September 15th, Poland tightened its defense at
the city of Lodz (re-named Litzmannstadt in 1940 by
Germany) and stopped Germany's army and its mighty
machinery. The victory, however, was short-lived, as
Poland was then attacked from the east.

At 5:00 A.M. on September 17th, the Soviet Union
invaded Poland without a declaration of war and in
defiance of many treaties then in force. This incursion
came as a great surprise to the Polish government and
the German military high command in Poland.
Although the Polish armed forces continued to fight
gallantly, they had no hope of driving the two enemies
from their soil. Warsaw, the capital, was captured by
Germany on September 27th. The next day Poland was
divided almost equally between her two invaders,
Germany and the Soviet Union.

Fig. 1. German prisoner of war 5 reichmark note. It
is undated, however it was used between 1939 to
1944. This note was not used in any prison camp
as it is without the camp overstamp.

THE PRISONERS

The defeat of the Polish armed forces resulted in the
Soviet Union taking an estimated 180,000 prisoners,
who were transported to prisoner of war camps in
Russia. Most of the enlisted men were sent to 140 prison
camps throughout the Soviet Union, while the officers
were mainly sent to three prison camps, Kozielsk,
Ostashkov and Starobielsk. Fifteen thousand officers
were separated from the main group. Four thousand,
five hundred were later found murdered in the Katyn
Forest, near the Russian city of Smolensk. Today the
10,500 are still missing and are now presumed to have
been murdered.

The Germans captured an estimated 700,000
prisoners. A number of prisoner of war camps were
established to intern the Polish prisoners until they
could be transported to permanent prison camps. Before
their departure the officers were separated from other
ranks. They were transported to Germany and confined
to 30 Oflags (camp for officers). The enlisted men were
sent to 50 different Stalags (camp for enlisted men).

PRISON CAMP MONEY

Article 24 of the Geneva Convention of 1929
governing the financial problems of prisoners of war
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required that prisoner of war officers were entitled to be
paid a salary prevailing in their own branch of service
or equivalent in the captors' armed forces, whichever
salary was the lower. Officers were not required to work
and their pay was granted them once a month if
possible and without being liable to any deduction.

After the defeat of Poland, Germany prepared a
general issue of "kriegsgefangenen-lagergeld"
(prisoner of war camp money) in denominations of 1
(red and gray), 10 (pink and red), 50 (green and red)
reichpfennigs; 1 (red and white), 2 (red and blue), 5
(yellow and red), 10 (pink and red) and 20 (mauve and
red) reichmarks. The 20 reichmark note was not issued
for circulation and existed in proof form only. The notes
were issued on distinctive watermarked paper, differing
with the denomination. They were undated but were
issued in the latter part of 1939. The notes were signed
by "der chef Oberkommandos der Wehrmacht"
(Commander of the Army).

A red overstamp with the word "Oflag" or "Stalag"
followed by a Roman numeral which identified the
camp can be found on the obverse or on the blank
reverse side of the note. The numbers were derived from
the military district in which the camp was situated (see
appendix). Large quantities of unused notes were found
after the war ended. These notes are without the
overstamp and therefore were not used in any prison
camps.

By the end of 1941, Germany was experiencing
problems with overcrowded prison camps. New camps
were arranged with a larger intake of prisoners than the
previous camps. Three of the new camps were used for
Polish Officers, Oflag II-B, Oflag II-D and Oflag VII-A.

OFLAG II D

The German prisoner of war camp known as Oflag II-
D (Gross-Born) was established on December 3, 1943. It
held approximately 3,000 Polish officers plus a few
hundred Polish prisoners of lesser rank. The prisoners
were transferred from overcrowded camps to Gross-
Born.

Fig. 2. Prison camp money for officers in Camp
Oflag II-D (Gross-Born). 1944 1 Piast designed by
Polish Officers at the camp.



Paper Money

The camp at first was used as a prison camp for
French prisoners and later as a concentration camp for
Soviet Union soldiers. It was located not far from the
town of Pila, in the province of Bydoszy on the German
side of the Polish-German border. The camp today is
located within the boundaries of Poland.

When the German kriegsgefangenen-lagergeld was
withdrawn from circulation, the inmates of the prison
designed their own paper currency as a replacement.
The currency was given a new Polish unit called
"PIAST" which was divided into 100 groszy. The notes
were printed in five denominations and with Polish text
which when roughly translated stated "bank obozu II
D" (bank camp II D), "prawny srodek platniczy w obozu
II D" (lawful money for camp II D).

The notes were in different sizes and with different
colored lettering.

1.10 groszy 	 90 mm x 50 mm
	 brown lettering

2. 50 groszy 	 90 mm x 55 mm 	 tan lettering
3. 1 piast	 95 mm x 60 mm 	 gray lettering
4. 5 piast 	 90 mm x 65 mm

	 black lettering
5. 10 piast 	 90 mm x 65 mm

	 blue lettering

The money was dated 16-X (October)-1944, and was
called "BANK SCRIP" by the inmates. It showed an
official circular bank stamp which consisted of a Polish
eagle centered and surrounded with text "bank of II-D"
The notes were signed by the camp bank manager and
they remained in circulation until the camp closed.

Because of the advancing Soviet troops the Germans
evacuated the camp on January 25, 1945. Seventy-five
percent of prisoners were ordered to march
westward to camp Oflag X-A (Sandbostel), near
Bremen, a total of about 450 miles. The remaining
twenty-five percent of the prisoners were set free.

Fig. 3. Oflag II-C (Camp Woldenberg) 5 mark note.
It is undated and without serial number and
signed by the camp commander.

OFLAG II-C

The largest prisoner of war camp for Polish prisoners
was Oflag II-C (Woldenberg). It was established on
April 4, 1942 and was located near the town with the
same name. It contained about 7,000 prisoners, of which
6,000 were Polish. Considering the size of the camp (over
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60 acres) and the number of buildings (about 85), the
camp could be considered a small town in itself. It was
also near the Poznan-Szececin railway which was
located near the German-Polish border.

When the kriegsgefangenen-lagergeld lost its value
and was withdrawn from circulation, the prisoners
from Oflag II-C issued their own camp money. The
money was known as "CREDIT UNION SCRIP" and
was issued in different series. The notes came in values
of:

1. 10 fenigow 48 mm x 37 mm blue paper 	 Serial AI and All
2. 10 fenigow 51 mm x 45 mm blue paper 	 Serial All, AIII & MV
3. 50 fenigow 65 mm x 50 mm cream paper Serial AI and AII
4. 50 fenigow 55 mm x 35 mm cream paper Serial AII, AIII & AIV
5. 1 mark 	 92 mm x 60 mm cream paper Serial A and B
6. 2 mark 	 82 mm x 55 mm grayish paper Serial A and B
7. 5 mark 	 92 mm x 60 mm grayish paper Serial A and B
8. 10 mark 115 mm x 70 mmgrayish paper Serial A

Fig. 4. 50 fenigow, serial III scrip used at Camp
Woldenberg. It is undated and 55 mm x 35 mm in
size.

The fractional currency (10 and 50 fenigow) was
unsigned and without serial number. The 1, 2, 5 and 10
mark notes were signed by the camp commander but
were also without serial number. The 2 mark is the only
note with an illustration. It depicts a tower on the left
side and the camp name (Camp Woldenberg) is printed
on the right. The Polish text states "Kasa samopomocy
ob IIC (self-help bank officer camp II C).

The money remained in circulation until the camp
closed on January 25, 1945. The prisoners were
transferred to Oflag VILA (Camp Murnau). They were
formed into ranks, six abreast, and marched about 300
miles to their new camp. Of the 7,000 who started the
march, only 300 survived the grueling journey.

The camp was moved inside the Polish border when
the allied powers agreed in 1945 to return to Poland the
German territory east of the Oder and Neisse Rivers,
including the southern part of East Prussia. The town
where the camp was located has been re-named
"Dobiegniew".

OFLAG VII-A

Camp Oflag VII-A (Murnau) was located outside the
town of Murnau, in Bavaria, near the southern border of
Germany. The camp was established on November 6,
1942, and remained in operation until its closure in 1945.
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Like the other camps for Polish officers, the prisoners
issued their own camp currency to replace the
depreciated German kriegsgefangenen-lagergeld. The
new currency was known as "CLEARING
COMMISSION SCRIP" and was issued in values of 1
fenig (65 mm x 47 mm), 10 fenig (87 mm x 58 mm), 50
fenig (83 mm x 62 mm), 1 and 5 mark both the same size
(83 mm x 62 mm).

cigarette parity. Two English or two American
cigarettes were the equivalent of one unit of the camp
money.

The writer welcomes hearing from anyone who may
have any information regarding these issues and also
any other Polish prisoner of war issue.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
All the notes have a prefix letter A followed by a serial

number, except the 1 fenig. They are unsigned; they
have, however, a rounded square official red overstamp.
Centered in the stamp is the date 2-XI (November) 1944,
surrounded with the text "komisja rorvachumkowa"
(commission for settlement). The two-line text on the
note when roughly translated states "bon waznu
tvlkowof ob jenc VII A rozkazgt mezazauf ania N
45/44" (money only for officers' camp VII A order from
middle man No. 45/44).

The money remained in circulation until the
advancing allied forces forced the German authorities
to evacuate the camp on April 28, 1945. All the prisoners
were forced to march across Germany to be established
in new prison camps.

Fig. 5. Oflag VII-A (Camp Murnau), 10 fenig.
Polish prison officers referred to this money as
"Clearing Commission Scrip".

CONCLUSION

I owe a debt of thanks to Angus Bruce who patiently
supplied valuable data from his collection.

I am also particularly grateful to Wally Pawlowski for
his excellent advice and contribution on the Camp
Woldenberg issues.
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Appendix

German Prisoner of War Camps During
World War II

This is a list of known German prisoner of war camps
which were established during World War II. It is not
necessarily complete, but is the most exhaustive one to
date. In January 1945, the Russian advances found
many camps being moved from the eastern front to the
west. There they would merge with other camps and in
most cases lost their individual camp identity.

All prisoner of war camp money used by the Polish
officers, although named differently and with different
denominations, performed the same function. It was
used in canteens and for an internal postal system. The
notes were crudely printed on one side only on
unwatermarked paper and without illustrations (except
the 2 mark used at Oflag II C). They were considered
bank of issue and all the camps based the money on

It is not known if each camp used the German
Wehrmacht (army) prison camp money; however,
money used in the prison camps can be identified by a
rubber stamp marking of the camp number in Roman
numerals on the obverse or reverse side of the notes. The
writer would welcome hearing from anyone who may
have information on camps which used the prison
money in order to compile an up-to-date listing.



OFLAG (OFFIZERLAGER) A CAMP FOR OFFICERS

A. II-A
	

Prenzlau
B. II-B
	

+Arsnwalde
C. *II-C
	

+Woldenberg
D. *II-D
	

+Gross-Born
E. II-E
	

+Neubrandenburg
F. III-C
	

Lubben Spree
G. IV-A
	

Hohenstein
H. IV-B
	

Konigstein
I. IV-C
	

+Colditz
J. V-A
	

Weinsberg
K. V-B
	

Ruttenmunster
L. VI-A
	

Soest
M. *VI-B
	

Warburg
N. VI-E
	

Dorsten
O. *VII-A
	

+Murnau
P. VII-B
	

Eichstadt
Q. VII-C
	

Laufen
R. VIII-A
	

Henzberg
S. VIII-B
	

Silberberg
T. VIII-F
	

Querum
U. IX-B
	

Weilburg
V. X-A
	

+Sandbostel
W. X-B
	

Nienburg
X. X-C
	

Lubeck
Y. XI-A
	

Osterrode
Z. XII-A
	

Mainz
Al. XII-B
	

Hadamar
A2. XIII-B
	

Nurnburg-Langwassen
A3. XVII-A Edelbach
A4. XVIII-A Linz
A5. XVIII-B VVolfberg
A6. XVIII-C Spittal
A7. XXI-B
	

Altburgund (later changed to Oflag 64)
A8. IX-A/H
	

Spangenburg (transferred to Oflag 64)
A9. IX-A/Z
	

Rotenburg
A10. Oflag 8 Wutzetz uber Friesack-Merk
A11 Oflag 64 Altburgund (Also known as Schubin)
Al2. 79 (8F)
	

Braunschweig

(See map for actual location of prisoner of war
camps for officers.)

STALAG (STAMMLAGER) A CAMP FOR ENLISTED
MEN

1. I-A
2. 1-B
3. II-A
4. *II-B
5. II-C
6. *II-D
7. II-E
8. III-A
9. III-B
10. III-C
11. III-D
12. *III-E
13. IV-A
14.*IV-B
15. IV-C
16. IV-D
17. IV-F -

18. IV-G
19. V-A

Stablack
Hohenstein
+Neubrandenburg (Transferred to Stettin)
Hammerstein
Greifswald
Stargard (Transferred to Stettin)
Schwerin
Luckenwalde
Furstenberg/ oder
Altdrewitz
Berlin-Steglitz
Kirchhain
Eisterhorst
Muhlberg
Wistritz Bei Teplitz
Torqau
Hartmannsdorf
Oschatz
Ludwiksburg
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20. V-B
21.V-C
22. *V-D
23. *V-E
24. V-G
25. V1-A
26. VI-B
27. *VI-C
28. VI-D
29. VI-F
30. VI-G
31. *VI-H
32. VI-J
33. VI-K
34. *VII-A
35. VII-B
36.VIII-A
37. *VIII-B
38. *VIII-C
39.VIII-D
40. IX-A
41. IX-B
42. *IX-C
43. X-A
44. X-B
45. X-C
46. XI-A
47. XI-B
48.XII-A
49. XII-B
50. XII-C
51. XII-D
52. XII-F
53. XIII-A
54. XIII-B
55. XIII-C
56. XIII-D
57. XVII-A
58. XVII-B
59. XVII-C
60. XVIII-A
61. XVIII-B
62. XVIII-C
63. XVIII-D
64. XX-A
65. *XX-B
66. XXI-A
67. XII-D
68. XXI-E
69.344
70. 357
71. 375
72. 383
73. 396
74. IVD/Z
75. IXC/Z
76. XIC/Z

Villingen-Schwarzwald
Offenburg
Strassburg
Muhlhausen
Roem
Hamer
Neuversen
Bathorn-Elmsland
Dortmund
Bocholt
+Bonn a Rhein
Eisenborn
Krefeld
Paderborn
+Moosburg
Mimmingen (Transferred to Camp 344)
Gorlitz-Moys
Lamsdorf (Changed to Camp 344 in 1944)
@Sagan (Changed to Stalag Luft III)
Trechen
Ziegenheim
Bad Orb
Bad Sulza
+Schlesvig
Bremervorde (also known as Sandbostel)
Nienburg
Altengrabow
Fallingbostel
Limburg am Lahn
Frankenthal
Wiebelsheim
Wahbreitbach (also known as Trier Pe riburg)
Freinecheim
Bad Sulzbach
Weiden
Hammelburg
@Nurnburg (Transferred to Stalag Luft III)
Kaisersteinbruch-Austria
Krems-Greisendorf-Austria
Grau Zalz-Austria
Wolfaburg-Austria
Spittal a/d Drau-Austria
Markt Pongau-Austria
Maribor
Thorn-Poland
Marienburg-East Prussia
Schildberg-Walkenland
Posen-Poland
C/H
Lamsdorf
Oerbke
Fallingbostel
Hohenfels
Pupping-Austria
Annaburg
Unterbreizbach
Marbach
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77. XVIIIA/Z Klagenfurt

*Indicates camps which used German kriegsgefangenen-lagergeld.
+Indicates camps with Polish prisoners of war.
@Stalag Luft is a camp for airmen.
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